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1. - RIVISTING THE POSTULATES OF SPECIAL RELATIVITY (SR). -

A suitable choice of postulates for the theory of Special Relativity (SR) is the following one: 
(see ref. (1) and (2)) 

1) First Postulate: Principle of Relativity (PR): "Physicallaws of Mechanics and Electroma
gnetism are covariant (=invariant in form) when going from an inertial observer to another 
inertial observer ". Notice that this postulate does not impose any constraint on the relati
v e speed u of the two inertial observers; and it is inspired to the consideration that all fra 
mes should be equivalent [for a careful definition of 'equivalence! see refs. (3) and (1). ] -

2) Second Postulate: IISpace-time is homogeneous and space is isotropic". As wellknown, this 
postulate is justified by the fact that from it the conservation laws (of energy, momentum, 
angular momentum) follow. 

Since 1910 it was shown that the postulatp. of ligh -speed invariance is not stric tly neces
sary, since it can be derived(4) from the above postulate 1) and 2). Let us moreover obse.::. 
ve that the particular role of light-speed in SR is due to its invariance and not to the fact 
that it is (or is not) the maximal one. 

If we want - as we do - to avoid information transmission into the paSt, a third postula
te is necessa ry( 1): 

3) Third Postulate: "Negativ e - energy objects or particles, travelling forward in time, do not 
exist (and physical signals are carried only by objects that appear to carry positive energy) ". This 
postulat e will be shown to be equivelent to the Principle of (Retarded) Causality: "For eve
ryobserver, "causes" chronologically precede their own 'effects! [ for a definition of 
IT II " f " f())" PI)· f· causes and ef ects ::oee e. g. re. 1 . Moreover , from ostu ate 3 the eXlstence 0 an~ -

-matter will be inferred. 

From postulate 1) and 2) it follows(2) that one, and only one, quantity w 2 (having the physical 
dimensions of a speed square) must exist, which has the same value according to all the inertial 
frames: w2=invariant. If we assume w=oo, as in Galilean relativity, then welld get classical (G~ 
lilei-Newton's) physics. In such a case the invariant speed would be the infinite one, and we co 
uld write: 00 @ v = co; we indicate by @the operation of liS peed composition ". But experience has 
shown to us that the invariant speed is finite (and real); it is the light speed, c, in vacuum. In 
this case 

cif)v= c , (1) 

and we immediately get Einsteinls Relativity and physics. Let us emphasize that, in this second 
case, the infinite speed is no more invariant: when eq. (1) holds, then co ()v f 00, Moreover, postulates 

(0) Contribution to the volume of proceedings "Tachyons, monopoles, and Related Topics II (North Hol 
land, Amsterdam, 1978), edited by E. Recami. Work performed with the support of INFN. 
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1) and 2) require the existence of one invariant speed, and not of a maximal speed; the ligh speed 
will result to be in SR a limiting speed, but any limit is w ellknown to have a priori two sides. 

2. - CAUSALITY IN SR. -

Let us consider Fig. 1, where for simplicity a two-dimensional space-time is depicted. When 
we are in the position x=O at time t=O, we usually incline to con

t 
sider as I existing! all the x=axis events . However, if another 
inertial observer, 0 1 

J moving along the positive x - axis, overta -
kes us at the or igin - event, then at the same time t=tl=O he will 
tend to consider as exist ing all th e xl - axis events. Therefore , if 
we want to be abl e to start discussing and exchanging informat
ion with him, we must first be prepared to consider that all chr~ 
notopical events !exist l (at least the ones outside the past-future 
zone of the ligh-cone) . Then, nothing a priori prevents event A 
from influencing event B (see F ig. 1). 

FIG . I 

Just to forbid such a possibility we introduce the Third Postulate. Our point i s that, s i nce we 
' explore! the Minkowski space-time going forwrd in tim e (along the direction determined by therm~ 
dynamics and by cosmological evolution( 5) any observer will see the event B of Fig. 1 as the first 
one and the event A as the last one. 

It can be, moreover, shown that(6) an object going backwards in time (Fig. 1) corresponds in 
the dual space, i. e . in the four-momentum space (see Fig. 2a), t o an object carrying negative ene~ 
gy; and vice-versa. Let us start from 
the safe consideration of a positive-e 
nergy object, going forward i n time; if 
we want to turn its motion backwards 
in time, then postulates 1) and 2) obJ:!. 

E 

ge us to apply to it a non-orthocronous -'~"",g:.....-_-:_ 
Lorentz transformation. But any LoreE Py 

tz transformation s changing the sign of 
time will change also th e signs of the 
fourth components of any other 4 -vec 
tors associated to the observed object 

" , 
.1 I FIG. 2 

bl 

(and in particular of the energy). This is true also in relatist~c quantum mechanics 
ample; if f("p, E) = 1/ (2,,)2 J ret, I) · exp [ ip· x -iEI 1 . d4x , Ihen( 6 

E 

.1 I 
(QFT); for ex-

~ I l'~ [. ~ . ] 4 f(p, -E)=(2,,)2 f(x, -I)· exp lp· x -lEI . d x. (2) 

Let us now apply our Third Postulate (or 
rences ftmotion backwards in time and nega
tive energy" can be reint erpreted in an ortho 
dox way by any observer when they are - as 
they actually are - simultaneous(6 ). In fact, 
let us suppose (Fig. 3) that a Particle P, with 
negative energy and e. g. charge(?) - e, tr~ 
velling backwards in time, is emitted by A 
at time t1 and observed by B at time t 2 (.t1' 

FIG. 3 

" RIp!', see the following): The two paradoxical occu.!:. 
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Therefore at time t1 object A Iloses' negative en.ergy and charge - e, i. e. gains positive energy 
and charge +e. And, at time t 2< t1, object B ' gains' negative energy and charge -e, i. e , loses P£ 
sHive energy and charge +e. The physical phenomenon here depicted will of course appear to be 
nothing but the exchange from ,B to A of an (ordinary) particle Q with positive energy, charge +e, 
and travelling forward in time. 

We have seen, however that Q has the charge opposite to P; this means that our 'reinterpre 
tation procedure' operates-~mong other things-a 'charge conjugation,(7), C. A closer inspectio; 
(see refs. (6) and (8)) of the IRIpf tells us that Q will indeed appear as the antiparticle of P: 

(3) 

(actually, the mere lRlpl in this case yields the particle except for the helicity sign: but the full 
result, eq. (3), is immediately got when considering the action of the complete Lorentz transfor
mation-together with the 'RIp!). 

VIe are meaning that the concept of anti-matter is a purely relativistic one; and that, on the 
basis of the double sign (Fig. 2a) 

E = + / .... 2 2 -, P + m 
I a 

(4) 

existence of antiparticles could been predicted since 1905r exactly with the properties they actual
ly showed to posses when later discovered, - provided that recourse had been made to the above 
!reinterpretat ion ' . We therefore mean that the points of the lower hyperboloid-sheet in Fig. 2a r e 
present the kinematical states of the anti-particle 'P of the particle P represented by the upper hy
perboloid- sheet. 

Our Third Postulate, together with the above reinter pretation procedure, can assume the fol
lowing form, that - after STUCKELBERG(9) and FEYNMAN(9) - we shall call 'Reinterpretation 
Principle! (RIP): "Negative-energy objects travelling forward in timedonot exist; and any negati
ve-energy object P travelling backwards in time can, and must, be reinterpreted as its anti-ob
ject P going the opposite way (but endowed with positive .energy and travelling forward i n time)!! 
(see refs. (1) and (8)). Notice that our three postulate.simply also that: positive-energy objects tr~ 
veIling backwards in time do not exist; moreover, not only we can apply the 'RIpf, but we must 
apply it (since we must 'explore ' space-time in the positive t-direction). 

It is now clear that the 'RIP' J by eliminating any information transmission into the past, im
plements the validity of the law of (retarded) causality (T1causes happen before their own effects!!). 
Our ' RIpT finds a~ more elegant formulation in a five-dimensional space, where the fifth axis is 
related to rest-mass (see the following). 

3. - SOME CONSEQUENCES. -

Inspectior. of Fig. 3b) shows e. g. that the TRIpI does change -among other things - the 3-mo
mentum sign but doesn't affect the 3-velocity sign: i. e. it changes the rest-mass sign. The 'RIP' 
can be recognized(l, 10) from Fig. 3b) to be formally equivalent to change the sign of all additive 
charges and of the rest-mass l22.0 (besides changing emission into absorption and vice-versa); we 
shall call Istrong conjugation ' C the discrete operation 

(5) 

where C is the conjugation of all additive charges and Cm is the rest-mass sign inversion. (No-
- a 

tice that, in quantum mechanics, our operator C will be a unitary operator when acting on the sta 
te_space(lO)) . Neglecting the operation X that effects the charge emission ;::::e absorption, we ca~ 
write 

'RIP I C. (6) 

1 f;, 
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We can conclude that antiparticles must be formally attributed negative rest-masses (but positive 
total energies, of course). For clarity's sake, let liS remember that in covariant form for any 
free particle: 

(7) 

where U o is the time-component of four-velocity. Now, let us consider a non-orthochronous Lo
rentz- transformation,..L, changing (for simplicity) only th e s ign of all time-components: 

Afterwards , when applying the 'RIP' so as to get the corresponding antiparticle we fina lly have (for 
the antiparticJe): 

E " - E ' -( ' ( ) 2 - - - -rno ' -uo c 

so that the antiparticle (endowed of course with 4-velocity component -uo ) r emains with a negative 
rest-mass. We shall therefore write 

for free particles 

for free antiparticles 

(m > 0) 
o 

(m « 0) 
o 

(8) 

so that always E= + I mo I 
covariant eg. (7). 

2 
c . Eqs. (8) do not violate covariance since th .ey both descend from the 

However it should be clear that nothing prevents us from introducing a new formalism, where 
e. g . a new ' proper mass' (as distinct from the 'rest-mass ' ) is invariant when going f r om part icle s to an 
tiparticles(1l); what we wanted to notice is that, in the usual formalism, ordinary rest-mass pos- -
sesses thp. abovementioned property. For instance, let us shift to QFT: if we correcly insist in a~ 
sOciating posit i ve energies to both electrons e- and positions e+, then we get that the free Dirac 
equation yields(10) opposite intrinsic parities for e- and e+ - as required - only under condition mo 
(fermion) ::: mo(antiferrnion). Still within the realm of QFT, it is easy to observe also that (when 
we deal, as usual , with states of definite parity(10)}; 

'RIP' • P 5' 

We shall come back to similar considerations in t he following. 

4. - EXTENDED RELATIVITY HISTORICAL REMARKS. 

All the previous considerations assume a more compact form if 
we allow room also for Super-luminal (=faster-than-light) frames of 
references and for tachyons(6), so to consider all spa ce - time ' rota
tions' (in Fig. 4, e . g . , relative to 0 <:: a <. 2n: ) as gen eralized Lorentz 
transformations. In particular , the same set of thr ee postula te pre
viously introduced, are enough for deriving a causal theory even in 
presence of faster-than - light objects. Such objects have b een gi ven 
the name 'Tachyons' (T) in ref. (12), from the Green word 't"axt;~ ::: 
:::fas t . 

FIG. 4 o 
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I!Une particule qui a un nom possed deja un d~but d'existenceTl wllliater be commentect(13) We 
shall call 'Bradyons ' (B) the usual, slower-than light Objects(14) from the Green word f3()a6v~ = 
slow. At last, we shall call ' luxons ' (.e.) the objects - like photons - travelling exactly at the speed 
of light(l5) 

As regards tachyons, as far as we know the first author mentioned them was LUCRETIUS, as 
outlined by CORBEN during this Meeting as well as in ref. (16). Let us here explicity quote another 
passage from 'De Rerum Natura l (1?): 

JtQuone vides cHus debere et longius ire 
multiplexque loci spatium transcurrere eadem 
tempore quo Solis pervolgant lumina coelum? 11, 

which means: "Don't you see how thay must go faster and farther/And travel a large.r interval of 
space in the same amount of/Time than the Sun 1 s light as it spreads across the sky? 11 

After Lu cretiu s we don It know about any other progress untill T HOMSON 1s (18), H eaviside 1 s, Des 
Coudres 1, and particularly SOMMERFELD's workJ 18), In 1905, however, together with Relativity, 
the convinction tha t Ugh-speed in vacuum was the upper limit of any speed spread -over , the early 
-century physisicisl being led (and pOSSibly misled) by the evidence that ordinary particles cannot 
overtake that speed. They behaved like SUDARSHAN 1s imaginary demographer studying the popula 
tion patterns of the Indian subcontinent: l1Suppose a demographer calmly asserts that there are no
people North of the Himalayas since none could climb over the mountain ranges 1 That would be an 
absurd conclusion. People of central Asia are bo r n there and live there: They didnothaveto beborn 
in India and cross the mountain range. So with faster-than-light particles 11 (cfs. Fig. 5a). Moreover 
TOLMAN( 19) believed to have shown, in his old 1 paradox! of the anti-telephone, that the existence 

a) 

FIG. 5 

of Superluminal particles allowed information transmission into the past, 

Therefore, one had to wait almost untill the sixties before seeing the tachyon problem re-exa 
mined, apart from the mathematical considerations by WICNER(20) and by SCHMIDT(20) , The pio 
neering works are th? ones by ARZELIES(21), by TANAKA(21), by TERLETSKy(21) , and by SUDAR 
SHAN and Coworkers 15), Afte r ref. (15), a number of people startEd studyind the ~ubject, among 
whom, e. g . , in USA Feinberg(12) and in Europe the present author and Coworkers(22) . One of the . 
main reason of interest in iExtende(~' Relativity' (which includes Superluminal frames andObjects(23)) 
is bound to the fact that it yields also a better understanding of ordinary SR,even if tachyons would not exist, 
as lasymptotical objectsl , However ,no essential reason against He existence of free}asymplotical' tachyons 
will be apparently met, so that we might get inspired - following Murray Cell-Mann -from the 'principle I(:M) 
asserting that l\;mything not forbidden is compulsory.' Let us remember that most experimental search lao!: 
ing fOr tachyons has been till now lacking of a good theoretical background; in particular, most experiments 
looked for Cherenkov radiation supposedly emitted by tachyons in vacuum, whilst our theory of SR extended 
lo Superluminal frames and tachyons does not predict any such radiation in vacuum , 

In 'Extended Relativity'(S) (ER) both sub-luminal (=slower-than-light) and Superluminal frames 
are considered; the problem of finding out the !Superlumina1 Lorentz transformation 1 (SLT) connect
ing a frame s of the former class to a frame S of the latter class has been firs t considered in the pio 
neering (indepe.ldent) work by P ARKER(25} (who studied the 2-dimensional cac;e) and by OLKHOVSKY 
et al. (26) and then by MIGNANI et al!27), The four-dimensional extension has been first· attempted in 
refs,(26), and then - by complex transformations -in ref. (27) , 
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5. - PRELI MINARIES (AND CAVEATS) ON TACHYONS . 

In a bidimensional space-time, or in the case of purely collinear motions, it is possible to define rapi 
dUy the quantity R=c.tgh-1p, so that R=Ot for p:"'Oi and R-+~CD forp-t ±c (and one gets an additive 'rapi- -
dity composition law I), But this cannot be meaningfully done in more dimensions, so that - even from 
this pOint of view - space-like objects cannot be 1 squeezed away' from space-time. 

The theory of ER can be based on our postulates 1),2),3) of Sect. 1; to roMe pur arguments si~ 
pIer , let us however substitute now postulate 2) with the more conventional oneoYight-speed invaria!:. 
ce in vacuum . Therefore we shall base ER on the assumtions : (1) Principle of Relativity; (2) light 
speed invariance in vacuum; (3) Third Postulate: principle of retarded causality (or equivalent ones : 
see above). We are releasing(29) the additional postulate the \ v1 ~ c for all velocitites V. Let us 
choose throught these lectures the signature (+- - -); natural units (c = 1) will be adopted wheq conve
nient. We shall make recourse to Einsten!s notation and to the ' Euclidean metric! guv = 0l-'V, bywri~ 
ingthe chronotopical vectors as x :: (xo. xl. x2. x 3) :: (ct, ix, iy. iz). We shall not h av'e t o distinguish 
between covariant and cont ravariant components, and the light-cone will write t xJ =0. Formally we 

shall have: time = i' space, [c = 1J . As noticed by MINKOWSKI himself, wi-I.c=)n formally write: 1 
second:: i (3xl08) meters. 

Extension of SR to Superluminal frames and objects is straightforward when we have a symme
try between the numbers of space and time dimensions, like in the tWO - dimensional M2 case(25) or 
when we introduce a M(3, 3) :: M6 space or a C 3 space(30). If we stick - as in the following - to the 
usual Minkowki space - time, in order to get equivalence between sand S frames we shall have to in
troduce sometimes some imaginary units(23). Some authors (as CORBEN(16, 23) and ~AH(23)) are 
satisfied by the situation and the present interpretation Possibilities(23~ others looked for a wider in
terpretation on the basis of complex (or real multi-dimensional) space times. From a 'conservative' 
viewpoint, one can r egard the use of SLT ' s as an analytic-extrapolation procedure (leading to deal , 
in the intermediate st~ps, with complex - or at least purely imaginary - space-time coordinates), 
not far from the one adopted by T. Regge in his known theory where scattering amplitudes are extr~ 
polated to complex values of energy or momentum. The essential point is that in ER we s h all always 
be able to write the final equations in terms of (purely) real quantities. 

In Minkowski space-time (Fig. 4) our world - line coincides - in our frame - with the time - axis t; 
on the contrary, the world - line of an infinite-speed tachyon moving along x coincides with the x-axis 
itself (with respect to us) . Such a 'trascendent ' tachyon (V=ro) will then consider as his time-axis t' 
the one called x-axis by us, and analogously will consider as space':'axes (x ' ,y ' J z!) the ones call ed tJ 
y, z by us. On the contrary. such a 'trascendent ' observer will appear to us - owing to the structure of 
ER - as possessing onespace -axis andthree time-axes; and the same will happen for rods and clocks. 
Let us repeat that (free) bradyons always admit a class of s-frames (the rest-frames) according to 
which they are space-!points! extended in time along a line; whilst (free) tachyons always admit a class 
of s-frames(31)(the !criticar ones(6)) whereform they appear with divergent speed, i.e. as 'poi nts ! in ti 
me extended in space along a line . This is impor.tant for understanding the tachyon ' localization ' with 
respect to us and corresponds to the fact that the 'little groups' of time-like and space -like represeE!. 
tations of the Poincare group are SO(3) and SO(2, 1) respectively. 

6. - THE GENERALIZED LORENTZ TRANSFORMATIONS (GLT) . -

Fro'Tl the postulates (1). (2), (3) of Sect. 5 we get(6} immediately as a corollary the 'Duality Prin 
cip1e': ti the terms B , T, s, S are not absolute but only relative, and 

B (S) = T (s); B (s) = T(S); '€(s) = {, (S); (9) 

moreover the relahve speed between two frames Sl, S2 (or sl' 52) is always smaller than c, and the 
one between two fr am es s, S IS always larger than ct!. Therefore, the transfor·mations L between two 
inertial frames f1J f 2 must be such that(6) 

x! x!1-' = ± x xl-' (l0) 

'" '" for every four vector xl-' ' where the sign plus refers to the the ordinary case (u2~ c
2

) and the minus 

17 
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to the Superluminal one (U 2 ) c 2). Of course. according to postulate (1). frames S are supposed to 
have at their disposal exactly the same physical objects as frames 5 have, and vice -versa. When 
two frames 5, S observe the same event, time-like vectors transform into space-like vectors, and 
vice-versa, in going from 5 toBorfromSto 5; the "Superluminal Lorentz transformations II (SLT) 
are expected to be such that [ P =- uj c J : 

c t I + ( i x!) = - c t + (i x) . 2 2 - 2 [ 2 2 .... 2J (11) 

Of course also tachyons will posses real rest-masses. If we apply eg. (11) to 4-momentum ve£ 
tors, ":,e derive for tachyons 

2 
m <. O. 

o 
( 12) 

In Figs. 3 the three cases (for B's, .t's, T's, respectively) are depicted. Any SLT maps the 
' interior' of the light-cone pJ1-p/l =0 into its 'exterior' , and vice-versa (as it can be shown e . g . 
within the mathematical ' theory of catastrophes ' : see SHAH ref.(23)), even if such a mapping is 
one-to-one guasi everywhere only. Tachyons will slow down when energy increases (cf. Fig. 5 b). 
In particular, divergent energies are needed to slow down tachyon speed to its lower limit c; and , 
on the contrary, when a tachyon tends to have divergent speed , its energy tends to zero (see Fig. 
3c and Fig. 5a) . Incidentally, since trascendent tachyons transport zero energy but finite (minimal) 
momentum (with magnitude moc), they allow getting the rigid body behaviour even in SR; as a con
sequence, in elementary particle physics tachyons can be useful for describing diffraction scatte 
rings, pomeron-exchange reactions, and elastic scatterings (see the following) on a classical ba
sis. 

From our postulates (1), (2), (3) it follows that GLTrs must be linear transformations sati
sfying eg. (10); they costitute(I, 32) a new group G which is the extension of the usual (proper, or 
thochronons) Lorentz group L~ by the two operations CPT and d': 

+ 
G = f (L

4
, CPT, Y'), (13) 

where j is the product of the two operators A- xP'--+ixiJ-and B ap -'1/ ~ . Notice that: det L = 
= +1, V LE, G; and that, if LEG, then -LEG, 'f LE G, Briefly speaking, if we call LT the usual 
(proper, orthochronous) Lorentz transformations, then 

(14) 

At this point, let us obser ve that J~ = ± i ,j~ since (± i)2 = -I; let us choose the sign 
plus. We shall also understand that, for p2> 1, quantity A/~ represents the upper half-plane 
solution. Then, for a Superluminal boost along the(positive) x-direction with speed U, eq. (14) 
yields(26, 27,33): 

_ + ct - ux / c x ' 
- --jl-(u/ c)2 

+ x - ut 

_ x- Ut 
=+ ~ 

4~2_1 

t' J 2' c I- (u/c) 

2 
'1- t- Ux/ c 

~ 
yr = ! B i y; z'=:Biz , 

where we put u ~ c
2
/U <.1 . In egs. (15) the relative signs depend on our conventions above. 

two dimensional case, the GLT's simply read (in G-covariant form): 
2 

t f = ± t - ux/ c . 

i ll _ ~2 1 " 

18 

( 15) 

In the 

(16) 
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in such a (or similar) form egs. (16) first appeared in refs. (26). (27). and then in a number of sub
sequent papers(34); in refs. (27), (35) the egs. (16) have been shown to be - in the Superluminal case -
essentially an improved version of the pioneering Parker's equations(25). 

Let us consider an application: if a tachyon has rest-mass rno (relative to its rest-frames) and 
moves with speed U relative to us, we shall then observe the total mass 

m 
-iIDO mo 

V I _ p2"\ -{P2~ 
(17) 

where tachyons are evidently attributed real rest-masses. 

A 'rule of ERr easily follows: the relativistic laws for tachyons can be obtained from the corre
sponding laws for bradyons by applying a SLT. for instance the 'trascendent' one K+~+ lim [SLT(~ l 

more precisely .. K+ ,r~ i:J, where a2 ~(~ -~) and ao ' (~ ~)are Pauli matrice/ ~A:tuallY' at 

this stage we have still some freedom; for instance, we may have a rotation of axes y, z around the 
motion line (axisx) when 'crossing' the light-cone, so that a priori the above quantity iao can be e.g. 
chosen with the sign minus. 

7. - TACHYONS AND CAUSALITY. -

In th e case of tachyons it is even clearer (cf. Sect . 2) that our Third Postulate does easily elimi
nate any motion backwards i n time. In fact (see Fig. 2c). to get transition from an (ordinary) tachyon 
A to a negative -energy tachyon A r, it is enough an ordinary LT. The fact that such a LT will change 
sign not only to energy but also to time is easily seen by comparing Figs. 2c and 6. Let us first look 
at Fig. 2c, and consider a frame RO and then a continuous succe~ 
sion of frames, with increasing positive speeds u < c along the x- t 
direction, that observe the same free tachyon T . When varying 
observer. the point K representing the kinematical state of.. the 
observed tachyons moves from its initial position A !! K(soL 
which represents e . g. tachyon T travelling with speed V » c . 
along the positive x-direction. In order to go from the upper 
(E > 0 ) region to the lower (E<.O) one, point K must cros s the 
hyperplane E=O wher~it refers to a tachyon T endowed with 
infinite speed (since V = pjE) and minimal momentum moc . X 
It is easy to calculate that the critical frame 500 where~rom 
T appears to be trascendent i s the one with speed u = c jV( c 

FIG. - 6 

(relative to so). Incidentally. in two dimensions the one-to-one correspondence V ~ c 2j v can be 
e~sil~ set between subluminal frames (or objects) with speed v < c and the Superluminal ones with 
v= c Iv> c. 

Any observer coming after Soo in the above succession of frames should therefore see T ando
wed with a negative energy E (see point AI) , Let us pass to Fig. 6; the frame 5 00 will be represented 
by axes xoo ' too rotated with respect to so(x, t) by an angle aoo such that >to is superimposed to the wor
ld-line OT of the considered free taChyon. The frames, in the above succession, attributing E> O. 
to T correspond to 0 <: a < a co ' and the ones that should attribute E < 0 to T are rotated by a>aoo; but 
inspection of Fig. 6 confirms that the latter ones should also see T moving backwards in time. It is 
straightf...2,rward to conclude that, owing to the 'RIpI J pOint AI actually represents nothing but an anU:. 
tachyon T, travelling the opposite way (with positive energy J and forward in time). We are left with 
no motion backwards in time. 
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This success of eliminating any causality violation is obtained at the price of abandoning the con 
viction that the judgement about what is 'source' (or 'cause') and what is 'detector (or 'effect') is in-=
dependent of the observer(6, 37), Actually, in Relativity only lwas, and not the description 'details', 
must be covariant(6, 8}, In fact, the initial observer So in the case above examined judges the event 
at A as causing the event at B (see Fig. 3.a.!:!..,.d 2c). whilst any observer 5' (which interprets the same 
phenomenon as exchange of an antitachyon T from B to A) judges the event B as cause of the event 
at A(38) , Nevertheless, all observers will always see the cause chronologically to precede its own 
effect; the law of 'retarded causality' is relativistically covariant and holds for all inertial observers, 
both sand S6, 8, 3) . 

However, the relativity of judgement about cause and effect (and even more of existence of a 'cau_ 
sal correlation ,(3, 6, 8~led to a series of apparent Icausal paradoxes' that -even if solvable(38L gave 
rise to some perplexities. Let us here recall only the 'paradox I proposed by PIRANI(39) in 1970 and 
essentially solved by PARMENTOLA and YEE(38) in 1971 on the basis of refs . (38). For such a pOint, 

refs. (3), (6),(8), (38). For instance, in refs. (3), (6) the paradox by Pirani is formulated also in a 
I strong version' and then solved (following ROOT and TREFIL( 3 8)). See the HNote Added 11 at the end. 

Let us add some considerations about~ntimatter. We have seen that, given a tachyon T, an oE, 
dinat'y LT can transform it into an object T expected to have exactly all the properties that antiparti
cles actually showed to have in the experiments. Therefore, in the case when we confine ourselves 
to ordinary LT's, the character matter / antimatter is invariant for B's but it is relative to the obse!:. 
vel' for TIs. However, in ER that character is relative to the observer also for Bls. Moreover, let 
us confine ourselves for simplicity to boosts along x; then, when overtaking the trascendent (relative 
to so) frame f(U = (0), we pass from frames fR (e. g. with a right- handed spatial frame) to totally-in 
verted frames fL:(PT)fR with a left-handed spatial frame, a reversed time-axis , and so on. See -
Fig. 7. In oth er words, we pass from frames fR to frames fL 
with space-parity and with particles transformed into antipa,! 
ticles. This could have been expected, since the total invers,.!. 
on PT is a rrotation' of space-time, so that PT{G. 

A close inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that the Third postu- .1'(-; I 

late cannot be applied if we do not take account of the proper 
sources and detectors (for each B or T). or - more general
ly - of the proper 'interaction regions'. This leads to comple
ting the 'RIP' by saying that "Under a trans-critical GLT, 
when the rOles of emitter and absorber happen to be inter
changed, any negative-energy object in the initial Istate r phJ: 
sic ally corresponds to its positive-energy antiobject in the 
final 'state ' , and vice-versal!. 

FIG. 7 

.1'( - 1) 

It is worthwhile to repeat that, if a GLT acts on a fourvector associated with a body, then it an~ 
logously act on the ot her fourvectors associated with that body. In particular, the 'total inversion ' a 
peration PT = 11 , which changes sign to -; and t, will change sign also to p and E, ecL We used the
now symbols P (strong parity) and T (strong time-reversal) for meaning the sign-inversion of the 
first three components and of the fourth component of all fourvectors, respectively. 

Besides, if we callAo(. ~A (p2(l) the ordinary, proper, orthochronous (homogeneous) LT's in 
4x4 matrix-form, then SLT = ± iA;.. , where A). A (p2> 1) are (complex) matrices formally identi
cal t<?,theA,'s but corresponding to values I PI>!. One can verify that [iA)(P)] . [-iA;I(p) J=( 
but L iA, (P)] . [ i.i1, -1 (P)] = -11. In general, the product of two SLT's (which is alway~ ~ LT's) 
can yield a LT both orthochronous and non-orthocronous. In Particular GLT(a = 1800 ) = PTa-rl. 
Since, in order to reach a = 1800 (starting from 00) we have to bypass the case a =900 , then we have 
to apply the 'RIpr (cf. Figs. 7 and 3), so that actually 

GLT (a = 1800 ) = CPT; PT (RJP) CPT (18) 

and CPT-covariance is directly required by ER as a particular case of G-covariance(6, 3). At a 
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classical (purely relativistic) level, it is moreover possible to derive the so-called rCrossing Rela
tions' of high energy (elementary particle) physics, also for ordinary bodies (braqyons(6, 8» . At la
st let us mention that withinER it seems easy to explain why relativistic equations are expected to 
admit both retarded and advanc.ed solutions (40). 

8. - CLASSICAL PHYSICS FOR TACHYONS. -

By applying the l rule of ERr (Sect. 6) one can predict the classical laws obeyed by tachyons , 
such laws being got in terms of purely real quantities. -

For instance: 
(t) The fundamental law of dynamics for bradions reads FIJ

cording to ref. (6) will read: 

d dxl' 
FI' ~ - c -- (m c -

ds
), 

ds 0 

so that in G-covariant form we should have 

d FI' ~ -- (m 
d~ 0 

o 

dxl' ) 
d~ , 

o 

( 19) 

+ 
where dx/ ds is a four-vector only with respect to the group L

4
, whilst dx/ d 1i'o is a four-vec-

tor with respect to the whole group G. Notice that by suitably choosing the Lavangi~n, the 3-
-momentum of tachyons can result to be opposite to their velocity : p..; - m;/ p2 -1; in such 
a case the space-part of eq. (19). e. g. > would be written F = + (d/dt) p even for tachyons. 

(2 ) In a gravitational field (associated e. g. to subluminal sources). where a bradyon feels an at
tractive grC',vitational force , a tachyon will experience the repulsive 4- force(6) 

(20) 

where mo is the tachyons (real) rest-mass. However, due to eq. (19). the eqs. of motion for 
both tachyons and bradyons in a gravitational field will still read (in G-covariant form)(6): 

where u 1:1 dx / d1i'o and a;: du / d1i'o are 4-velocity and 4-acceleration, respectively. In conclu
sion(41): (a) from the energetical and dynamical point of view, tachyons appear to be gravita 
tionally repuls~d by ordinary matter, i. e. to be the 'anti-gravitational' particles; (b) fr om -
the kinematical viewpOint, howeveq tachyons appear as bending (or 'falling down ') towards 
the gravitational source. 

(3) As a constant-speed bradyon in vacuum does not emit radiations, so a constant-speed tachyon 
in vacuum will emit no radiations: in particular, no Cherenkov's(6,42). 

(4) As regariliDoppler - effect for Super luminal sources, in the case of relative motion parallel to 
the x-axis, we shall have in both the sub- and Superluminal cases 

v 
o 

"I 1 _ @21 ' 
1 + pcosa 

(21) 

~ .... 
where us Ux ={Jc is the relative speed and a ::. ue, the vector e- going from th e observer to the 

source. The same shift will 'be observed for both u=v(c and for U = c 2/v>c. For Super1uminal ap
proach, the radioemission will be received in reversed chronological order, and this fact corre
sponds to the negative sign appearing in eq. (21) in such a case. 
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(5) With regard to Maxwell eqs. , if one assumes the usual quantity F,uv to be still a tensor under 
the new group G of GLT's, then he gets(42a) that Maxwell equations are G-covariant. However, 
if - more consistently - one firstly generalizes(l) the transformation-laws for electric and ma --0 _ 

magnetic fie l ds, E and H, .then new generalized Maxwell eqs. are got. Namely, in fresence of 
both subluminal, jjL(s), and Superluminal, j,.,,(S). four - currents, we should have(4 ) in Lorentz
-covariant form: 

~ ~ 

\7 , D Q (5), 

~~ 

\7 B - Q (5), 

- (22) 
~ _ -4 oB 
\7 11 B = J' (5) at ' 

-> 
-4 -+ ~ aD 
\711 H = j (5) + at ' 

In other words , if we define the usual dual tensor ~v(?a= 0,1,2, 3 ]: 

( 23) 

d ' d h 't' (43) an mtra lice t e quantl les 

then eqs. (22) write 

= + i T,uv (22' ) 

and a connection is met between the electromagnetic duality in eq. (23) and the 'dual correspondence' 
(see ref.(6)) bradyons ~ tachyons (Sect. 61 Moreover , if we introduce also the complex four - p~ 
tential(43) 

Cpo "Ap. iBp. 
wi,ere, following CABIBBO and FERRARI(44), 

Fp.v = Avlp.- A"lv - i'p.vQo B O/Q .' ; F:v = Bvl p. - Bp.I. - iEp.v QOA oIQ 

then .the genaralized Maxwell equations (22') will read{ 43) 

D C p. = Jp.; 0p. Cpo = 0, [ v 2 ~ c 21 (22") 

Of course, also eqs. (22'). (22") can split into purely real equations. Notice that in our theory AI-' is 
only a Lorentz - vector and not a G-vector, since under GLT's it behaves do as dx/ds; for instance, 
under a SLT=L: 

AIJ- --+ A~ = -iLIJ-p AfJ; Twv ----+- T~v = - iLIJ-p Lvo Tea' 

and anal01'0usly for FIJ-v and AIJ-/v' Finally, the structure of this theory reveals(43l, however, that 
BIJ- = - LIJ-V A'v . For further details or comments, see refs. (43) . Here,letusonlyaddthat our ver 
sion of 'extended electromagnetism' predicts existence of both sUh- and Super - luminal ' electric ' 
charges, rather than of (subluminal) magnetic monopoles. In other words, following our formulati
on of ER, we can expect existence of only one (electromagnetic) charge, both sub- and Super-lumi
nal; the latter ones bring into the field equations a contribution analogous to that one expected to c~ 
me from magnetic poles (if you want, you may call electric the s ubluminal charges and magnetic t h e 
Superluminal charges: but our 'magnetic charges' are faster-than-light 'electromagnetic' charges) 
(see ref. (43». See Fig. 8. On the contrary. for Corben's version of 'extended e l ectromagnetism' 
see CORBEN: these Proceedings . See also the contribution of TERLETSKY (these Proceedings ) on 
the same topic. 
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9. - TACHYONS AND BLACK- HOLES. -

Let us pass to consider fo r a moment General Relativity (GR). Instead of accepting complete
ly general coordinates, however i l et us limit in the following way the adoptable coordinates. Gi
ven a set of general coordinates (a , b, c, d) and a space point P, we shall associate to them the ( l~ 

cal) observer 0 which is at rest at P with respect to those coordinates . Then , let us require that 
we can go from (a , b, c , d) to other general coordinates (a'. b ' • c' J d ' ) only if the (local) observer 0', 
associated to (a I, b ' • c ' . d ' ) at the same point P, (Iocally) moves wi th slower-than-light speed with 
respect to O. Let us remember that, in GR, continuity and double-derivability of our space-time 
manifold are usually assumed , so that the geodesics never change their type and bradyon s (tachy 
ons) always remain bradyons (tachyons). Our previous requirement , however , leads us to abandon 
the manifold-derivability requirement, at least o n some ' special ' (not necessarily s ingular) varie
ties: s o that t h e geodesic type can change there. 

For i nstance , let us consider the Szekeres -Kruskal (SK) coordinates(45) as a priori consti tu
ting t wo sets of general c oorulllale::; fo r describing the (Sch"varzschild) solution of Einstein equa
tions in th e case of s pherically-symmetric mass - distribution .- Namely - if we write down for sim 
plicity only the r a dial and the time coordinates, - let us cons ider the set of SK coor d i nates (u> ,.;) 
defined outside the event horizon (1. e. for r ,Z M; c=G = I). and the set of SK coordin ates (u~ , v< ) defined 
for r(2M. Howev er, we' assume the definition of each set to be so extended to cover the whole space
ti me manifold (both outside and inside the event-horizon). It is then immediate to realize that [ now 
i n c=2MG= 1 units] : 

v ( O / r) =./ [u>(r)] ; u,(1 / r) = f[v> (rJ [r~l; J/r 5 IJ (24) 
where :/is here the o perator changing r --Joo l / r and multipying the whole function by the imagina
ry unit. The operator .t'isformally identical to the operator entering eq . (14) and effecting the 
tra nsition fr om s ub- to Super-luminal frames . Incidentally, t hat operator :I of eq . (14) coincides 
with the ItraRc e ndellt boost I K+ (cf. Sect. 6), which from eqs . (15) results to effectuate in two dimen 
sions th e t ransition (l): x ---. X l = t; t -f' tl =x . Moreover , lpt us notice that, if we define(45} -

ull =l lr l 2M - II', exp(r / 4M).cosh (t / 4M); 

• sinh (t / 4M), 

so that , fo r r.> 2M, one has u > ~ u II ; v> :: viI ' then for r L..2M we get u < ·i.i v II ; v ( =. i u II . 
Therefore, goi ng from r> 2M to r < 2M (with t fixed) means exchanging the r6le of u , v: namely, 
u 1/ ----.. u l = v 'I; v II ---+ Vi = u ll • This shows again the formal identity between going from s to S 
frames an9 going from the 'exterior' to the black-hole 'interior' . In ref. (45) it is concluded that 
the internal SK-coordinates (u I... ' v() are associated to observers that move faster-than-light re
lative to the observers associated (at the same point) with the external SK-coordinates ( u>, u> ). 
In such a case, we would have a violation of our initial postulate and we should confine ourselves 
- for instance - to choose everywhere either the 'external l SK-coordi nates or the 'inter nal' ones. 
The same coul d be sai d for other coordinates , as FINKESTEIN's. 
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With our postulate (and therefore with our limitations), it is easy to realize that a free-falling 
B outside the event-horizon will become a T inside the horizon, and vice-versa(45) , And black-h£ 
les will be classical sources of tachyons. 

What we want here to stress is that the same mathematical problems, met in ~R for extending 
LT ' s to Superluminal frames, seem to be present in GR when going from the exterior to the inte
rior of a 'horizon'. In particular, for non-spherically symmetric mass distributions (when, bes.,! 
des r: a n t t, further space-coordinates enter in an essential way), the same difficulties with ima
ginary units should be met. Again, a useful tool on this respect seems to be the 'catastrophe thea 
ry ,(46) . Actually, when analysing perturbed Schwarz schild problems , some authors(47) had to S1.~i 
gest t he existence of coordinate-iOldependent 'singular' surfaces . 

10. - VIRTUAL PARTICLES AND TACHYONS. -

From the fo ur-momer.tum conservation law, it is immediate to deduce that 8 body at rest cannot 
emit any tachyon, unless it lowers its rest - mass hy a dis('cete ljump'. For instance, CI tr~scelldent 

tachyon (bearing E=O, but I pI = moc) cannot be emitted - nor absorbed - by any body in i~s rest
-fri."'!.me (unless the body rest-mass perforlfles ::), classical jump to lower values) . Let us remember 
that infini.te-speed tachyon emission is completely equivalent to infinite-speed antitachyon absorption. 

Moreover, when two moving bodies A, B exchange a t rasccndent tachyon (i. e., either a trascen
de:1t tachyon T is emitted by A and absorbed by B, or equivalently a trascendent antitachyon T is e
mitted by Band obserbed by A)(l3), then we shall observe an elastic interaction of A, B due to an i~ 
finite-speed transmission of momentum. Since the infinite speed is not Lorentz-invariant, then other 
observers will deem the same process to be due to exchange of finite-speed tachyons (or antitachy 
ons). 

In other words, let us consider two interacting bodies A,B which do not change their rest- m ass; 
then, in the c. m. s., the two bodies appear as exchanging momentum butno energy. Therefore, in the 
c. m. s. , they can naturally be considered as connected through a trascendent - tachyon exchange(48). 
By applying the LT's, this fact means that the ~lesti~ scatterings can be in general described by me 
an s of suitable, finite-speed tachyon exchang es{49, 3) . Even more generally, the tachyon-exchanges 
can be useful to interpre t (at a classical level) also the inelastic interactions between elementary 
particles . 

Let us perform some calcul ations . A body (or particle) A can emit in its test-frame a tachyon T 
with r e st-mass m only if the rest-mass MA of A jumps to a lower value MA such that L1 (MX) :: 

2 2 2 - 2 2 - ,1r--!t'--2-~2 ' = MA - MA = - m - 2MAET~ - P ~ - m , where p is the tachyon .. 3-impulse and ET=,y IJ -m ; 

in fact, it m u st be 

In the infinite-speed case (ET =O), we have 

LI 1M! ) 

2 
m 

2 
m (25) 

Let's now consider a second body (or particle) B moving with (subluminal) speed w along the x-axis, -and call MB and P its rest-mass and 3-momentum, respectively. Owing to 4-momentum conserva-
tion , B can absorb atachyon T (having rest-mass m and 3-momentum p / / P) only if 

Ipl= ffi2 [mlpl+#(-p2+M!)(m2+4M~)+M~il, (26) 

2MB J 
2 2 2 -- I-I where now L1 =ME -MB = 2p~ pU_ m ~ O. In the rest-frame of B, i. e. when P=O, we get p = 

= (m / 2M
B

) F2+4M~+L1 \; it means t hat a particle Bat rest absorb only tachyons T endowed with 
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the speed V such that (c=1): 

which tells us again that trascendent tachyons (having any direction what soever can be absorbed 
by B only if eq .. (25) is satisfied. Notice that , if two bodies have infinite relative speed, then the 
product PfL pI-L of their 4-momenta is zero. 

Considerations of this kind for elemental particles - aIm ought accomplished wi thin the r ealm of 
QFT - r e c ently led CORBEN(50) to ex plain many hadrons as com pound st a tes of (other) bradyonic 
a nd tachyonic hadrons, thus proposing a L orentz-covari ant Ibootstrap l theory . \Vith regard to refs . 
(50), let us notic e that, if hadron B wi th r est - mass m! absorbs a tachyon T wi th rest-mass m2 and 
ill! > m2' then the compound particle is always a bradyon( 49) , Moreove r , if a tachyon is bound by 
a repulsive c entral force (so as in the gravitational f i eld g enerat e d by a sublurninal source, and -
by extension(5l) - in the strong field of a h adron),it reaches minimal (potential ) energy when its 
spee d div e rges(51) , i. e. t he fundamental state of the system corresponds to a 'trascende nt ' , p e
riodic motion of the tachyon. Actually, we should rememb er that a tachyon experi enci:1g a centr al 
force can easily perform a harmonic motion (by inve rting its direction in the points where it r e a 
ch e s I V I = oo)l6, 49) or move along closed paths(49) . Now, within ER(6) (appli e d to QF T ), COR
BEN( 50) derived masses and quantum numbers of a host of baryon and meson 'resonanc es ' by coE 
sidering them as composed of one bradyonic and 1 to 3 tachyonic hadrons. If hadrons, incide ntal 
ly, can moreover be considered as 'strong black-holes,(51), the tachyonic constit uens can then
be emitted in bradyonic form, - when crossing the ' event - horizon ! owing e. g. t o quantum effects 
as Hawking " s evaporation(51). Besides, CORBEN found for example the mass - diffe rences among 
the members of various isospin-multiplets by bin ding Superluminalleptons to suitabl e (s ublu minal) 
hadrons(50,49). By generalizing to the quark level such a n approach, the quarks themselves could 
once more be assumed to be Istringsl or 'loops' made of Superlu minalleptons(49) (i n s u ch a philo
sophy, quarks would of course be structures made of Ipartons ', where partons would be nothing 
but tachyonic leptons). 

If we insist to invade the field of strong interactions (usually reserved for Q. M. ), we easily meet 
the fact that 'virtual particles' bear in general a negative square - momentum: t " p2 ;:;; E2 _ -p 2.( o. 
This suggests too that subnuclear particles can interact by exchanging objects classically int erpre
table as tachyond 49 )'. About ten years ago it was verified(49) - within 'one-particle - exch ange ' rna 
dels like the peripheral models 'with absorption' - that the hadron ' virtual-cloudA(6 , 49 , 52) ough t~ 
be associated to Super luminal speeds . Besides, if we want to adopt the ordinary terminology (wh~ 
re ever thing is related to subluminal frames, so that eq. (17) is naively interpreted by attaching 
imaginary rest-masses to tachyons), then it is intuitive to consider the hadronic 'resonances' as 
consi sting of bradyons and tachyons(49). In connection with this, it is interesting to study how a 
non-free bradyon appears to a Superluminal observer, or, in particular , how a tachyon harmoni
~ally oscillating (in a frame S) will appear to us. 

One should not forget also: (i) that the existence of space-like components always appeared as 
a natur al, and perhaps unavoidable(53), feature of interacting fields: e. g., it has been shown(53) 
that - if the Fourier trans form of a local field vanishes on a domain of space-like vectors in four 
-momentum space - the field is a generalized free field; (ii) the r6le of 'dual theories I , string 
models, Higgs mechani sms, 'instantons ' , etc. , in the theory of elementary particle physics; (iii) 
that we have seen (Sect. 8) the essential analogy between the bradyorv'tachyon duality and the elec t ric/rna 
gnetic charge duality, but that new work, in progress, is revealing the connections (e.g.) between -
suitably modified Dirac strings and the dual strings; (iv) the proposed identifications between quark 
and magnetic monopole; interesting results have been for example obtained by assuming quarks 
simply to be quantized (closed) fluxes of magnetic field(54). 

Let us go back to eqs. (25), (26). With regard to eq. (26), let us notice that - if Ll =0 , or Ll ass~ 
mes 'discr ete ' values - body B can absorb (for every m) only tachyons with a definite (discrete) j1'; 
and vice - versa. With regard to the former equation, if L1 (M.i) assumes only discrete values , then 
eq. (25) yields a constraint-expression for m (in term of MA and -p2). like in the case e . g . of the 
possible process .133 (1232) ----f' p+t in the Ll33 -resonance rest-frame; by the way, if we compare 
th i s process with the electromagnetic decay of an axcited atom AX 4 A + r , we meet again the 
hypothesis that the strong-fiel d quanta can be (meson) tachyons. 
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11. - ASTROPHYSICS AND SUPERLUMINAL OBJECTS. -

We already considered (Sect. 8) the Doppler effect for Superlurn i nal cosmological objects. Let 
us here consider a macro-object C emitting spherical electromagnetic waves . When we see it tra 
yelling with Superluminal, co~stant speed V, because of the 'distorsion' due to the large relative 
speed I vi> c we shall observe the electromagnetic waves to be internally tangent to an 'envelo
ping' cone r having as axis the motion-line of body B (this cone has nothing to do with Cherenkov: 
cf. Sect. 8) . As we hear a sonic 'boom l when we have the first sou nd-contact with a (constant spe
ed) supersonic airplane(55) , so we shall see an ' optic boom ' when we first enter in radio - contact 
with body C , i. e . when we meet the surface of cone r. In fact, when C is seen under the angle a 
such that (see Fig. 9a) : 

v cos a = c, (27) 

C V H C; c 1 Co \j ) "- 1 -. -+ 
\ I c \ • . \ 

I 
\ . I 

\; \ I / 
\ I , 

a) \ 
I b) 'F! . 

a(' I ,1/ 

-----~o ~ 
0 

FIG. - 9 

all the radiations emitted by C ill a certain interval around its position Co reach us simultaneously. 
If Co is at cosmological distances, we can expect the 'optic boom ' conditions to hold (when t hey hold) 
for a long time. Soon after the first optic (or radio) contact. we shall simultaneously receive the li
ght emitted from suitable couples of pOints. one on the left and one on the right of Co ' respectively: 
We shall thus ' see ' the initial body at Co to split in two luminous objects recedin g along a line from 
ear.h othp.r with Superluminal {relative} speed U. In the simple case when C moves with almost infi

nite speed along r (see Fig. 9b), the apparent relative s.peed of C 1 and C 2 in the intial stage is 

U- r;;: <£. t- ~ -ft 
where d § OH:: OC

o 
and t=O is the instant when 0 sees C 1 ~C2=Co' 

(28) 

Such considerations may be interesting e, g . in connection with the' experimental ' fact that about 
cer= . .. .. 

500/0 ofAstrong radlO-sources re veal a structure a pparently mterpretable In terms of Superlumlnal ex 
pansion(56) . Typically, t hey just appear as consituted of two sources collinearly receding from each 
other with (apparently) Superluminal relative speed, whilst 'cover gent ' Superluminal motions have 
not been observed. It is clear that phenomena of this kind can catch the observer's attention only when 
the angular separation Q between C

l 
and C 2 is small. i. e , when C

l 
and C 2 still appear near the posi

tion Co' Then Fig. 9a clarifies that - according to the present working-hypothesis - both the bodies 
C

1 
and C 2 should present a Doppler 'blue-shift ', since thay are the images of a (unique) approaching 

body C. However if the Superluminal bodies C exist only at cosmological distances (like in the above
mentioned observations)(56), then one has to take account also of the cosmological red-shift, which 
can mask the initial Ikinematical' blue -s hift. 

F . Catara. 
Thanks are due for useful discussions to M. Baldo, A . O. Barut. P. Caldirola,Ap. Castorina , H. C. 

Corben , V. De Sabbata, R . Mignani, M. Pav~i~, G. Ziino, and to all the Partecipants to the Interna
tional Meeting on ITachyons and Related Topics' (Erice. Sept . 1976). 
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NOTE ADDED. -

In this Post ScriptlJm let us append an 'addendum' to Sect. 7, by concretely showing how the 
'RIP' a llows one to solve the causality paradoxes (also) for tachyons. Namely, we shall refer to 
Pirani's 'paradoxr(39). Let us consider four observers A, B, C. D having some given velocities in 
the plane (x,y) with respect to a fifth observer so' Let us suppose that the four observers are gi
ven in advance the instruction to emit a tachyon as soon as they receive a tachyon from another o~ 
server. so that the following chain of events takes place (see Fig. 10), Observe r A initiates the e~ 
periment by sending tachyon 1 to B~ observer B immedia
tely emits tachyon 2 towards C; observer C sends tachyon 
3 to D, and observer D sends tachyon 4 back to A, with the 
result that A apparently receives tachyon 4 (event AI) bef£ 
re having initiated the experiment(39) by emitting tachyon 
1 (event A 2 ). The sketch of this 1gedanken experiment1 is 
in Fig. 10 , where oblique vectors represent the observer 
velocities relative to so, and lines parallel to the Cartes..!. 

FIG . 10 

. A 
4 

(A,) 

an axes represent the tachyons paths. It is important to notice that in Fig. 10 the arrow of each t!!;. 
chyonic line simply denotes its motion direction with respect to the observer that emitted that pa.!.: 
ticular tachyon {but we cannot, of course, mix together observations by different observers} . Th!:. 
refore, the figure does not represent the actual description of the process by any observer (on the 
contrary, tachyons! and observers 1 velocities can be chosen in such a way that all tachyons effec 
tively appear to 50 to move in directions opposite to the ones indicated in the figure 10). Thus, it 
is necessary to investigate how each observer describes the event-chain. 

Following ref. (38), by Parmentola and Yee, let us pass - for this end - to Minkowski space 
and study the space-time description given e. g . by observer A. From a dynamiral point of '1iew, 
the other observers may be replaced by external force-fields that scatter the tachyons (or by at~ 
ms , able to absorb and emit tachyons). 

In Fig. 11 it is clearly shown that the absorption of 4 happens before the emission of 1. 
gh t seem that one can send signals into the past of A. 
However , observer A will effectively see an orthodox 
sequence of events, as follows: Event D consists in the 
creation of pair 3 and 4 by the external field; tachyon 
4 is then absorbed at AI' while 3 is scattered at C 
(transforming into tachyon 2); event A2 is the emissi
on , by A itself , of tachyon I that annihilates at B with 
tac hyon 2. T her efore, according to A, one has esse~ 
tially an initial · pair-creation at D, and a final pair
- a nnihilation at B; and tachyons I , 4 do not appear c.! 
usally correlated at all. In other words, according to 
A t he em iss ion of I does not initiate any chain of eve~ 
ts t hat leads to the absorption of 4, and we are not in 
the presence of any effect preceding his own cause. 

FIG. 11 
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Analogous, orthodox descriptions (i. e, the descriptions put forth by the remaining observers) 
may be obtained by Lorentz-trasforming the above description supplied by A . (3, 6) 

As we already mentioned in Sect. 7, the same 'paradox1 can be formulated in a strong version 
(see refs . (3) and (6) a nd then solved by following Root and Trefil(38) 


